There has been a lot of research interest in modified gravity theories which utilise the Vainshtein mechanism to recover standard general relativity in regions with high matter density, such as the Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati and Galileon models. The strong nonlinearity in the field equations of these theories implies that accurate theoretical predictions could only be made using high-resolution cosmological simulations. Previously, such simulations were usually done on regular meshes, which limits both their performance and the accuracy. In this paper, we report the development of a new algorithm and code, based on ECOSMOG, that uses adaptive mesh refinements to improve the efficiency and precision in simulating the models with Vainshtein mechanism. We have made various code tests against the numerical reliability, and found consistency with previous simulations. We also studied the velocity field in the self-accelerating branch of the DGP model. The code, parallelised using MPI, is suitable for large cosmological simulations of Galileon-type modified gravity theories.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modified gravity theories [1] are proposed as alternative to the dark energy scenarios [2] to explain the observed accelerating expansion of our Universe [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , and have attracted a lot of research interest recently. Instead of invoking some sort of mysterious new energy component which drives the dynamics of the cosmos, these theories suggest that the Universe is filled with only normal plus dark matter (which is usually assumed to be cold), but the law of gravity can be different from that of standard general relativity (GR) on large scales, leading to the speed-up of the expansion rate.
Since the law of gravity is considered as universal, a modification to GR on large scales almost necessarily implies corresponding changes in the behaviour on small scales. Any such changes from GR, however, is already highly constrained by numerous local tests of gravity [9] , and this has rendered many models incompatible with experimental bounds. Thus, any viable modified gravity theory should have some mechanism by which such modifications are suppressed and GR is restored in high-density regions such as the Solar system, where those experiments have been carried out and the resulted bounds apply. Such mechanisms are commonly referred to as 'screening mechanisms' in the literature. Obviously, to make the model theoretically appealing, the screening mechanism needs to be an inherent (rather than add-on) property of it, which comes from the dynamics of the theory. The screening effect means that gravity behaves in different manners in different environments, and such environmental dependence often boils down to a high degree of nonlinearity in the relevant field equations, which makes the study of such theories rather challenging and (numerically) demanding.
In most modified gravity theories studied so far, the modification to GR is realised by a dynamical scalar-type (spin-0) * Email address: baojiu.li@durham.ac.uk † Email address: gong-bo.zhao@port.ac.uk ‡ Email address: kazuya.koyama@port.ac.uk field, which mediates the modified gravitational force. These theories could be roughly divided into two classes. In the first class of such theories, the screening is achieved by nonlinear couplings of the scalar field to matter and/or a nonlinear potential governing the self-interaction of the scalar field. If the coupling and potential are appropriately specified, the scalar field may acquire a very heavy mass in dense regions, making it hardly propagating or mediating any force between matter particles, or extremely weakly coupled to matter such that the resulted modification to GR very small. The chameleon models [10, 11] , with f (R) gravity model [12] (see also [13] [14] [15] ) as a special example, belong to the former case, while the dilaton [16] and symmetron [17] models belong to the latter case. In these models, f (R) gravity (mainly the model of [14] ) has been the most well-studied, and there have been many works which studied in detail its structure formation in the nonlinear regime, with the aid of N -body simulations [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . During this process, we have developed an efficient N -body code, ECOSMOG [32] , based on the publicly available code RAMSES [33] , which is massively parallelised using MPI and therefore makes large simulations for f (R) gravity possible. Using the generic parameterisation for modified gravity theories of the first class [34, 35] , ECOSMOG has been recently extended to simulate general chameleon, dilaton and symmetron cosmologies [36, 37] . The other class of modified gravity theories involving scalar degrees of freedom, with the Dvali-Gabadadze-Porrati (DGP) brane-world model [38] as the most well-known example, realises the screening using nonlinear derivative self-couplings of a scalar field. Here, the nonlinearity makes the gravitational fields of individual particle interfere so that the deviation from GR per particle is weakened in a collection of particles compared with that for an isolated particle. This is known as the Vainshtein mechanism [39] in the literature, which was originally introduced in the context of massive gravity to suppress the extra helicity modes of massive graviton to recover GR in the massless limit. The Vainshtein mechanism occurs not only in the recently proposed nonlinear massive gravity [40] [41] [42] and braneworld models but also in more general setups, such as the Galileon model [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . The cosmological implications of the Galileon model have been studied by many groups (see, e.g., [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] ) in details. However, to date studies of large-scale structure formation in the nonlinear regime, even for the simplest case of DGP, have been very limited. The primary reason is that the field equations for these theories generally involve high products of second-order derivatives (see below), which make them difficult to solve numerically. There have been a few works on N -body simulations for DGP [61] [62] [63] [64] , but these are so far limited to codes which, unlike ECOSMOG, have no mesh refinements. Furthermore, for the code to solve the DGP equation one may have to smooth the underlying density field to reduce the noise, which certainly limits the force resolution of the simulations.
In this paper, we report the development and initial results of a new N -body code, ECOSMOG-V, which is a sibling version of ECOSMOG but for simulations of theories involving the Vainshtein screening. We have made various tests of the code to be confident about its accuracy and reliability. Using this code, we have studied the matter and velocity density fields in the self-accelerating branch of the DGP model. We find good agreement of our matter power spectrum with that of previous work [61, 63] , but the code enables us to go to even smaller scales and discover new interesting features. We also find that, like in the case of f (R) gravity [31] , the velocity field is more strongly affected by the modification to gravity law, and this provides a potentially powerful cosmological test of the theory of gravity.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In § II we briefly describe the DGP model and the Vainshtein screening mechanism, which lays down the essential theoretical background. In § III we present the relevant field equations in the form as they appear in our numerical simulation code, and introduce the algorithm used to solve these equations as well as its implementation. In § IV we will show the various checks which we have performed to ensure that our code works accurately in different situations and aspects. We then run a suite of 36 simulations for the DGP model and its variants, and use these to study their predictions about the matter and velocity fields, especially on small scales which have been un-probed by previous studies: the results are given in § V. Finally we summarise and outlook in § VI.
Throughout the paper we shall follow the metric convention (+, −, −, −), and set c = 1 except in the expressions where c appears explicitly.
II. THE DGP MODEL

A. The model
As an example of models that accommodate the Vainshtein mechanism, we consider the self-accelerating branch of the DGP braneworld model because this is the model where the Vainshtein mechanism has been studied in details (e.g., [65] [66] [67] ). This makes it possible to compare our new simulations with previous studies in the literature without the mesh refinements and demonstrate the power of the adaptive mesh technique to study the nonlinear clustering. However, we should note that this branch of the DGP model suffers from the ghost instability (e.g. [68] ) and it cannot be considered as a physical model. Moreover, this model is already strongly disfavoured by observations, and therefore should be considered as a toy model to test our code. We will report results on more physical models as follow-up works in the future.
The Friedman equation in the self-accelerating branch is given by
in which r c is the cross-over length scale at which gravity becomes five-dimensional, G is Newton's constant on the fourdimensional brane where matter fields live and ρ matter density. To reproduce the observed cosmic acceleration one typically needs r c ∼ H
0 . The Friedman equation can be rewritten as
where a is the scale factor, a = 1 today, and
The subscript 0 indicates that the quantity is evaluated today. Under the quasi-static approximation, the Poisson equation and the equation for the scalar field are given by [69] 
and
where Ψ is the gravitational potential, ∇ is the spatial gradient operator and δ is matter density contrast. The function β(a) is defined by
which can be written as
If we linearise the equations, the Poission equation is given by
Note that β is always negative so the growth of structure formation is suppressed in this model.
B. Vainshtein mechanism
The relevant field equation in a spherically symmetric configuration can be written in the following form
in which δρ m = ρδ is the matter density perturbation and ϕ is the scalar field (i.e., the brane bending mode), and β is given in Eq. (6) . Defining the mass enclosed in radius r as
we can rewrite Eq. (9) as
where for simplicity we have set a = 1, and g N is the Newtonian acceleration caused by the mass M (r) at distance r from the centre.
To further simplify the situation, let us assume that δρ m is constant within radius R and zero outside. Then Eq. (11) has the physical solution
for r ≥ R and
for r ≤ R. Here we have defined the Vainshtein radius r * by
where r s ≡ 2GM is the Schwarzschild radius. The fifth force is given by 1 2 dϕ/dr. So when r ≫ r * we have 1 2
meaning that above the Vainshtein radius gravity is weakened (because β < 0 for the self-accelerating branch of the DGP model). On the other hand, when r ≪ r * we have
indicating that the fifth force gets suppressed well within the Vainshtein radius.
As some useful examples, we have listed in the Table I the different radii of some objects. We could see that from objects as small as atoms to those as large as the Milky Way, the Vainshtein radius is significantly larger than the physical size, and as a result the fifth force is negligible for those objects. 
III. N -BODY EQUATIONS AND ALGORITHM
In this section we describe the N -body equations in appropriate units and their discretised versions which the ECOSMOG code solves to do cosmological simulations.
A. N -body equations
The code unit used in our code is based on the supercomoving coordinates of [33, 70] , which can be summarised as follows (tilded quantities are expressed in the code unit):
in which x is the physical coordinate, ρ c is the critical density today, Ω m the fractional energy density for matter today, v the particle velocity, φ the gravitational potential and c the speed of light. In addition, B is the size of the simulation box in unit of h −1 Mpc and H 0 the Hubble expansion rate today in unit of 100h km/s/Mpc. Note that with these conventions the average matter density isρ = 1. All these quantities are dimensionless.
Using these quantities, the EOM of the brane-bending mode can be written as
in which we have defined a new dimensionless O(1) quantity
For simplicity, from here on we shall ignore the tildes on all quantities in Eq. (17), and unless otherwise stated these quantities are all in code unit where they appear. Eq. (18) can be regarded as a second-order algebraic equation for ∇ 2 ϕ, which has two branches of solutions. To avoid undecidedness in which branch of solution (which may cause numerical problems in the code) to take, we first solve it analytically and get
where we have defined
in which we have followed [63] and used the operator-splitting trick to avoid the numerical problem due to imaginary square root. w is a constant coefficient which is chosen to be 1/3. Obviously, to get meaningful result in the limit ρ → 1, one has to take the sign(α)-branch of Eq. (20), where sign(α) is the signature of α or equivalently of β, namely
If a wrong branch is taken, then ∇ 2 ϕ = 0 even when ρ → 1, i.e., when the matter density field becomes uniform, and this is clearly a sign of inconsistency (indeed one of our code tests below is related to this observation).
The equation for the standard Newtonian potential, on the other hand, is the same as in GR, and we have [32, 33] 
Once both φ and ϕ are solved, the total gravitational potential in the DGP model, Ψ = φ + ϕ/2, follows, which can be differenced to find the total force under which particles move.
B. Discretisation
Of course, computers could only handle a finite number of operations, and therefore Eqs. (23, 24 ) must be discretised before being put into a code to be solved. This is the task for this subsection.
Consider that we want to solve these equations on a threedimensional mesh consisting of periodic cubic cells, with cell length h, and denote the value of the scalar field at the centre of the (i, j, k)-th cell by ϕ i,j,k (and similarly for other quantities), then the discrete version of the field derivatives are
where we have assumed one dimension for simplicity for ∇ϕ and ∇ 2 ϕ, the three-dimensional generalisations of which are trivial.
Using these, it is straightforward to write down the discrete version of the Poisson equation as
Similarly, the EOM for the brane-bending mode can be written as an operator equation
where the superscript h is used to label the level of the mesh (or equivalently the size of the cell of that level), and we have defined
This equation can be solved using the Newton-Gauss-Seidel relaxation method, for which the code iterates to update the value of ϕ i,j,k in all cells, and at each iteration the field values changes as
where we have
Note that, in comparison with the corresponding equations in f (R) gravity [32] , here the nonlinearity mainly exists in the term Σ i,j,k , which involves products of the derivatives. Such a special property of the Vainshtein screening makes it more difficult for the Newton-Gauss-Seidel relaxations to converge.
C. Numerical implementation
As mentioned above, RAMSES and therefore ECOSMOG are AMR codes. The code starts from a regular mesh which covers the whole simulation domain, which we call the domain grid, and adaptively refines the mesh if the effective number of dark matter particles in a given cell exceeds certain threshold N pc . In this way, it gives sufficient resolution in high matter density regions and avoids wasting too much time on low density regions where resolution requirement is mild. The process of self-refinement goes on until finally all cells in the finest level do not satisfy the refinement criterion. Whenever a refinement is created, it is used to compute the force experienced by the particles which fall in its domain, and the boundary conditions can be set by using the values interpolated from coarser levels (see [32] for more details).
The essential features of the code that are relevant for modified gravity simulations have been described in detail in [32] . Here we only present the most relevant part for our Vainshtein simulations.
It is well known that, when using relaxation method to solve boundary value problems, the first few relaxations see the solution approach the true value quickly. The convergence then becomes slower as one gets closer to the true solution, making the method less efficient. This is because relaxation on the fine grid can only damp the short-wavelength Fourier components of the error, leaving behind the smooth long-wavelength components which cause a global poor convergence. The common method which is used to tackle this problem is the mutligrid technique [73] . The idea is simple: when the convergence rate becomes low on the fine grid, one coarsifies the discrete equation by interpolation, moves it to the coarser level and solves it there. The long-wavelength components of the error then decays quickly on the coarse grids, giving more accurate solution there, which can then be interpolated back to the fine grid. We follow the standard V-cycle in the arrangement of multigrid: the field equation is always solved from the finest to the coarsest grid, and then back. If convergence is not achieved (see below), further V-cycles are used.
The multigrid method can be easily applied to computations based on a regular mesh, since the corresponding coarser grids are also regular and satisfy periodic boundary conditions. For refinements, which generally have irregular shapes, however, much effort needs to be devoted to designing the corresponding coarser meshes and setting appropriate boundary conditions for them. One of the important features of RAMSES and ECOSMOG is that it solves the discrete equation using multigrid technique on both the domain grid and the refinements, which significantly speeds up the convergence.
Consider the EOM for the brane-bending mode, which for simplicity can be written as
on the fine level, where L is the nonlinear operator acting on ϕ h defined above. Note that although we have f h = 0 for the DGP equation, we shall still keep f h in Eq. (33) for the reason that will become clear soon.
After a certain number of pre-smoothing Gauss-Seidel iterations on the fine grid, the convergence becomes slow because short-wavelength modes of the error have already decayed and long-wavelength modes are untouched. One arrives at an approximate solutionφ h on the fine level, which gives
Now consider what we call the residual equation,
where d h is the residual. After coarsifying and certain rearrangements, we obtain the coarser-level equation as
where R is the restriction operator which compute the coarselevel values of quantities given their fine-level values by interpolation. After a number of relaxation iterations on the coarser level, we find an approximate solutionφ H , which has longwavelength modes of the error further reduced, and therefore the fine-level solution can be corrected aŝ
where P is the prolongation operator which does the opposite of the restriction operator, again by interpolation.
The truncation error τ h can be estimated as
and similarly for other levels. This could provide a stopping (convergence) criterion for the multigrid iterations, which in our case is
in which α ≤ 1/3 is some predefined constant, which is often set even smaller to be more conservative. Useful as it is, we find that this criterion is often not needed because it is easy to get |d h | down to O 10 −10 within a few to a few tens of iterations, particularly on the refinements. This is typically much smaller than the truncation error.
IV. CODE TESTS
In this section we present the results of several tests of the ECOSMOG-V code, which are essential for us to be confident about its reliability. For this purpose, we have performed several tests as shown in Fig. 1 (see the figure caption for more technical details).
A. Uniform density field
The simplest test one can possibly do for the code is by considering a homogeneous distribution of matter, in which case the scalar field ϕ remains a constant across the space, and its value can be arbitrary due to the shift symmetry in the EOM. If the code works correctly, then any inhomogeneity in ϕ(x) should quickly disappear after a few Gauss-Seidel iterations.
To check this, we set ρ i,j,k = 1 and use random values that follow a uniform distribution between −0.05 and 0.05 as the initial guess of ϕ i,j,k . These are shown in the upper left panel of Fig. 1 as the symbols, in which for clarity we have fixed the y and z coordinates. We then let the code do the Gauss-Seidel relaxation until the residual gets small enough, |d h | < 10 −10 . After a few iterations this criterion is satisfied and the resulted ϕ(x) are described by the solid lines. We can see clearly that the final solution is constant in space.
We have shown two different initial guesses as blue squares and red circles respectively, and ϕ(x) quickly converges to a constant, which is almost the same in both cases.
B. One dimensional density field
In one dimension we can check that (∇ 2 ϕ) 2 = (∇ i ∇ j ϕ) 2 , which means that the nonlinear term in the DGP equation simply vanishes. This provides another simple but very useful test of the code, because if there is something wrong in the nonlinear term in the code, then it is unlikely to vanish coincidentally and the solution for ϕ should be incorrect.
Following [32] , we do two tests using one-dimensional density field. The first test uses a sine-type field, specified by
where K is a numerical coefficient which we take to be
Because the nonlinear term in the EOM does not contribute in 1D configurations, it can be easily checked that the analytical solution for this density field is ϕ(x) = 0.032 sin(2πx).
In the upper right panel of Fig. 1 , we have presented this analytical solution (blue solid curve) together with the numerical solution from the code (blue squares), which agree with each other very well. We have tried a few other numerical values of K and found same agreements. The second test uses a Gaussian-type density field, given by
which corresponds to an exact analytic solution
Here J, α, w are constants which we take to be
as a numerical example. In the upper right panel of Fig. 1 we show this analytical solution (red solid curve) together with the numerical solution given by our code (red circles): again there is a very good match. Note that the code uses periodic boundary condition, which is exactly satisfied in the sine case. In the Gaussian case, the density field is not perfectly periodic, but δ(x) is sufficiently suppressed by the exponential factor in Eq. (43) , and is close to zero at x = 0 and x = 1, so that the periodic boundary condition approximately holds.
C. Spherical overdensity
In the above we have tested the code for 1D density fields only. These tests show that the nonlinear term in the EOM do not create any problem, but they are not sufficient to prove that the code can solve this term correctly when it does contribute.
For the latter we need to do tests in three dimensions, of which the spherically symmetric cases are the simplest possibility.
Following [61] , here we assume that the matter density inside the sphere is constant, i.e., we have a spherical overdensity. In code unit, Eqs. (12, 13) can be written as
for r < R and
for r ≥ R, where r is the comoving coordinate scaled by the boxsize B, while R is the radius of the spherical overdensity also scaled by B. δ is the overdensity. Given the value ϕ(r = 0), these equations can be integrated to find ϕ(r > 0) numerically. We do this for two different cases, respectively δ = 23.77, R = 0.05 and δ = 190.9, R = 0.1, which correspond to the same mass in the sphere, and the results are shown as the black solid curves in the lower panels of Fig. 1 . For comparison, solutions from our numerical code are shown as blue squares in those panels.
We can see that in both cases the two solutions agree very well, especially on small r. Far from the centre, the agreement becomes less perfect since the numerical integration does not assume periodicity of the spherical overdensity, while the numerical code uses period boundary condition so that the spherical density sees its own images. Such an artificial discrepancy due to imposing periodic boundary conditions can also be seen in the point-mass test of [32] , and it emphasises the importance of choosing large enough box sizes in cosmological simulations.
D. Multilevel
One of the most important features of our code compared with existing codes in the literature is that it enables adaptive mesh refinements to improve on the resolution. It is therefore crucial to check that the solver works correctly on the refinements.
To check this, we have placed a refined region which covers the spherical overdensity in the above test. The density field on the refinement is chosen to the exactly the same as that on the domain grid, and we fix the boundary condition in the edge cells of the refinement by interpolating from the coarser cells in the domain grid.
The results are shown as red circles in the lower panels of Fig. 1 , where we can see that in the domain covered by the refinement they agree with both the solution from numerical integration (black solid curve) and the results on the domain grid (blue squares). We have also done tests using other values of δ and found similar agreements.
These tests show that the code actually works quite well on both the domain grid and refinements. In the next section, we will show results of cosmological simulations using this code.
V. COSMOLOGICAL SIMULATIONS
To study the cosmological behaviour of the DGP model and the Vainshtein mechanism, we have run a set of 36 N -body simulations using the ECOSMOG-V code. In this section we show the results from these simulations.
A. Simulation details
As we have seen above, the self-accelerating branch of the DGP model shows a different background expansion history from that of ΛCDM, which itself can contribute to the different matter clustering seen in these two models. Therefore, to see the effects of modified gravitational force and in particular the Vainshtein mechanism more directly, it is better to compare the full DGP simulation with a corresponding Newtonian simulation with the DGP background: this so-called QCDM model [61] is not a rigorous theoretical model and we consider it only for comparisons. Also, we have simulated the linearised DGP model in which the nonlinear derivative coupling term is set to zero by hand so that the model has exactly the DGP background but particles feel an effective Newton's constant given by
Because β < 0 for the self-accelerating branch of the DGP model, the modified gravitational force is actually weaker than in GR.
To make statistic averages, we run six realisations of simulations for every model. The initial conditions are generated using the MPGRAFIC package [71] at a = 0.02, from the same linear matter power spectrum but with different random seeds. Strictly speaking, even at z i = 49.0 the matter clustering can be different in QCDM and DGP, but for the self-accelerating branch which we are studying here the difference in the linear matter power spectra is fairly small (∼ 0.2%) and so we have neglected it. The fact that we use the same initial conditions for simulations of different models makes sure that the initial density fields have the same phases, and so any difference in the matter power spectra that we find at later times will be a direct consequence of the different dynamics and force laws between the models.
The cosmological parameters we use in the simulations are taken from the best-fitting self-accelerating DGP model using the WMAP 5yr data [74] . To be more specific, we have h, n s , ln 10
= {0.66, 0.998, 3.01, 0.0237, 0.0888, 0.138, 0.536}.
Note that Ω rc is a derived parameter which makes the universe flat and σ 8 is its current value for the linearised DGP model (because to compute it uses linear perturbation theory). Some of these parameters, such as Ω rc , Ω c , Ω b , are used directly in the simulations, while all of them are used in generating the linear matter power spectra at z i . and the final refinement level has 2 14 cells in each dimension if they were to cover the whole simulation box. The GaussSeidel relaxations stop when |d h | < ǫ = 10 −9 . Thanks to the efficient MPI parallelisation, the simulations are pretty fast 2 : using 96 CPUs the low-resolution ones finish B. Results
Visualisation of density and velocity fields
In Fig. 2 we have shown the density and velocity divergence fields in a slice of the simulation box. The velocity divergence field is defined as
in which H is the Hubble expansion rate and v is the velocity field of the dark matter particles. To measure the velocity field and its divergence from the particle positions and velocities we have used the Delaunay Tessellation Field Estimator (DTFE) code described in [75] . The Delaunay tessellation has the advantage that the velocity divergence field computed in this way is volume-averaged, rather than mass-averaged. It also avoids the problem of empty cells including no particles, which can arise in direct assignment methods of measuring the velocity field [76] . Shown in the upper panels of Fig. 2 are the logarithmic density field log ρ(x) for one of the 6 realisations of the QCDM (left), linearised DGP (middle) and full DGP (right) simulations. The colour scale is from ρ = 0.05 (black) to ρ = 100.0 (white). The difference in the pattern and strength of clustering is barely visible by eye, but one can still see the stronger clustering in the QCDM model (recall that the in DGP model gravity is weakened compared to QCDM), in particular in the cluster near the lower-right corner. A blink view of these panels also show that in QCDM the clusters are slight closer to each other, while the difference between linearised and full DGP is very small. Similar patterns can be seen in the lower panels of Fig. 2 , in which we show the corresponding velocity divergence fields. The velocity divergence field is positive in low-density regions where matter flows from the central part and the flow becomes faster as it approaches clumps of matter. This trend is reversed near clusters and filaments, where the velocity divergence field becomes negative since matter flows inwards here. Inside clusters and filaments, the velocity divergence takes positive sign again, as noted by [76] . Since gravity is strongest in the QCDM model, the matter flow is faster inside voids and near clusters, making the plot brighter in the low-density regions and the black regions near clusters thicker, though this is barely visible without blinking view (one can however see the difference in the clusters near the lower right corner of each panel).
Matter and velocity divergence power spectra
Given that the difference is so visibly small, it is more useful to look at statistical quantities, such as the power spectra, to quantify the matter clustering,
with
for the velocity divergence field. In above · means ensemble average.
In Fig. 3 we show the relative difference of P δδ (left panel) and P θθ of the full (blue symbols) and linearised (red symbols) simulations from that of the QCDM simulation. The left panel agrees quite well with previous results such as those in [61] , but extends to smaller scales due to the AMR nature of our code. There are several notable features here:
1. Both the linearised and the full DGP simulations agree with the linear perturbation theory prediction on length scales larger than k ∼ 0.1h Mpc −1 . This indicates that, at least for the WMAP5 best-fitting DGP model (the self-accelerating branch), the nonlinearity in Vainshtein mechanism becomes important at k ∼ 0.1h Mpc −1 , exactly where the nonlinearity in the underlying density field starts to make linear perturbation theory invalid.
2. On scales smaller than k ∼ 0.1hMpc −1 , the Vainshtein effect can strongly suppress the deviation from QCDM compared to the linearised simulation (where it is absent). This agrees with the result of [61] .
3. The AMR property of our code enables us to measure the matter power spectra on significantly smaller scales than that of [61] . Indeed, the simulations show that the deviation from QCDM in P δδ decays to zero on small scales, in agreement with the halo model prediction of [77] .
4. The low-resolution simulations, with a larger box size, show better agreement with linear perturbation theory on large scales as expected. Box size is an equally, if not more, important issue in our simulations, and should not be chosen to be too small as a compromise to achieve better resolutions. This reflects the importance of AMR from a different angle.
In the framework of GR, fitting formulae such as the Halofit have been developed to provide a mapping between the linear and nonlinear matter power spectra [78] . But due to its simplicity, it is often misused to derive the nonlinear power spectrum in modified gravity models [79] . Fig. 3 clearly shows that the Halofit overestimates the deviation of DGP from QCDM on small scales. This is hardly surprising because Halofit does not incorporate the effect of the Vainshtein mechanism which helps to recover GR on small scales. The Vainshtein mechanism is effective once the density perturbations become nonlinear [69] , and brings the matter power spectrum back to the QCDM prediction on small scales. Based on this observation, [80] has suggested a simple way to modify the Halofit to fit the nonlinear power spectrum in modified gravity models, which is called the Parameterised-Post Friedman (PPF) fit. The PPF matter power spectrum is given by
where Σ(k, z) measures the nonlinearity of the density perturbations
P δδ,lin is the linear matter power spectrum for the DGP model and P δδ,non−GR is the power spectrum in the linearised model without the Vainshtein mechanism, which can be obtained by simply applying Halofit to the linear power spectrum for the DGP model. P δδ,QCDM is the power spectrum in the QCDM model. As the nonlinearity becomes large Σ ≫ 1, this formula ensures that the power spectrum in the full DGP model approaches the one in the QCDM model. In Ref. [81] , the free parameter c nl (z) in the PPF fit was estimated using the perturbation theory as c nl (0) = 0.3, c nl (1) = 0.34 and c nl (2.33) = 0.36. Using these predictions for c nl (z), we found that the PPF fit recovers the N -body simulation results very well (Figs. 3 and 4) . This demonstrates that the Vainshtein mechanism is working as expected in our full DGP simulations. The right panel of Fig. 3 is the same as the left panel, but for the velocity divergence power spectra. Here, the behaviour is very different. In particular, we see that the Vainshtein mechanism already has effects on sales as large as k ∼ 0.05hMpc −1 , similar to what we have seen in our f (R) gravity simulations [31] . Furthermore, the deviation from QCDM on large scales (∼ 30 − 35%) is much larger than what we see in P δδ (∼ 13% as is shown in the left panel). This means that observationally the velocity field, though more challenging to measure, can be more interesting in the tests of gravity.
Time evolution of the power spectra
Finally, Fig. 4 shows the time evolutions of the matter (left panel) and velocity divergence (right panel) power spectra. In particular, we show ∆P δδ /P δδ,QCDM and ∆P θθ /P θθ,QCDM at three different epochs, with a = 1.0 (solid curves), a = 0.5 (dashed curves) and a = 0.3 (dotted curves). Results for the full (linearised) simulations are shown in blue squares (red circles) as before.
The left panel of Fig. 4 shows that deviations from QCDM are smaller at earlier times, which is because |β| is larger and G eff is closer to G N at higher redshifts. The Vainshtein effect is also weaker at the early times because the nonlinear term in the DGP equation is proportional to |β| −1 and therefore suppressed. However, the general observations that we have for a = 1.0, notably that the Vainshtein mechanism suppresses the deviations from QCDM on smaller scales and eventually brings things back to GR, still apply here. The evolution pattern can be understood as follows:
1. Note that the deviation from QCDM essentially freezes on scales smaller than k ∼ 0.7hMpc −1 after a = 0.3, which shows that those scales become below the Vainshtein radius so that they feel the standard gravity.
2. The very large scales, on the other hand, are beyond the Vainshtein radius until today and their evolution can be approximately described by linear perturbation theory.
3. Going from very large scales to intermediate scales, the nonlinearity of the matter density field first kicks in and makes the full DGP simulation behave similarly to the linearised simulation (i.e., ∆P δδ /P δδ initially decreases as k increases). Then, the Vainshtein mechanism takes over and brings things back to the small-scale behaviour described above. This explains why ∆P δδ /P δδ appears to have a valley whose position depends on the cosmic epoch and shifts to larger scales with time.
The velocity divergence power spectrum, on the other hand, shows very different properties from the matter power spectrum:
1. Even on length scales as large as k ∼ 0.1hMpc −1 , P θθ in the full DGP simulations does not agree with lineartheory prediction, though in the linearised DGP simulations it does agree with linear theory on those scales. This implies that the Vainshtein mechanism affects the velocity divergence even on such large scales, and it is in contrast to the matter power spectrum, which agrees with linear theory predictions in both the full and the linearised DGP simulations on those scales. This has an important implication in the measurement of the growth rate using redshift distortions. We need to carefully take into account the Vainshtein effect even on large scales to extract the linear growth rate accurately.
2. On small scales, the Vainshtein mechanism suppresses the deviation from QCDM,a but the velocity divergence power spectrum does not approach to the QCDM result even at k ∼ 10hMpc −1 whereas the matter power spectrum does. This implies that velocities hold a key to distinguish modified gravity models with the Vainshtein mechanism from GR on small scales.
We can also understand the pattern for ∆P θθ /P θθ . Taking the linearised DGP simulation as an example, for which Newton's constant is scaled by 1 + 1/(3β) on all scales, so that in linear theory one would expect ∆P θθ /P θθ to be a constant at least on large scales, as we could see at early times (a = 0.3). On small scales, the nonlinearity transfers power between different scales, causing the deviation from scale-independence. When clusters start to form, the θ field changes sign from the outside to the inside of halos, and its magnitude can become smaller. As gravity is stronger in the QCDM model, at a given time it has stronger clustering and more compact clusters, and so the scale at which θ changes sign is also smaller -this leads to, on average, an increase in |∆P θθ |/P θθ on the typical haloformation scale and a decrease on slightly larger scale, which gives rise to the peak we see in the plot of ∆P θθ /P θθ . The peak shifts to larger scales because the halo-formation scale increases in time.
VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
To summarise, in this paper we have reported the development and initial results of a new N -body code which is suitable for cosmological simulations in modified gravity theories which restore GR in high-density regions by nonlinear derivative couplings, such as the DGP and Galileon gravity models. This code is based on our ECOSMOG code [32] , which was originally developed for f (R) gravity simulations and later generalised to simulate generic modified gravity theories which restore GR using nonlinear self-interaction potentials [36, 37] . However, the solver for the nonlinear partial differential equation is different in both its algorithm and its implementations, making it essentially a new and independent code.
The code, which we call ECOSMOG-V with the V standing for 'Vainshtein', has a few distinct features compared with existing codes in the literature which tackle the same problem:
1. It solves the scalar field on a mesh using nonlinear relaxation, which has good convergence properties [63] . The density field on the mesh is obtained by assigning particles following the triangular-shaped-cloud scheme, and there is no need to pre-smooth it to achieve convergence.
2. The mesh can be adaptively refined in high-density regions to achieve higher resolution and accuracy there, without affecting the overall performance. There is no need to smooth the density field on the refinements either.
3. It is efficiently parallelised using MPI, which makes the simulations fast. This is important for modified gravity simulations which generally take much longer than corresponding GR simulations, and makes this code suitable for large and high-resolution cosmological simulations which are essential for us to fully understand the small-scale behaviour of such models, and to better explore the future high-precision observational data on the large-scale structures.
We have made various tests of the code to make sure that it gives accurate solutions to simple situations such as uniform density field, 1D (sine and Gaussian) density fields and spherical overdensites. Because the most important feature of this code is the AMR, we also tested the code on refinements and found that it works correctly. Furthermore, our cosmological simulations predict the same behaviour of the matter power spectrum as that discovered in previous work [61, 63] .
We have used our code to run a set of 36 simulations for the QCDM, linearised DGP and full DGP models. The AMR nature enables us to probe scales smaller than those reached by previous simulations, and confirmed the halo-model prediction of [77] that the full DGP matter power spectrum should go back to the QCDM result on small enough scales.
We have also studied the velocity field in DGP gravity, and found that it is more strongly affected by the nonlinearity in both the underlying matter field and the Vainshtein mechanism. Even on large scales where the matter power spectra for the full and linearised DGP simulations agree quite well, we find noticeable difference between the velocity divergence power spectra of the two. This trend starts as early as z = 1, and by z = 0 the deviation of P θθ from the corresponding QCDM result can be as large as more than 30%, compared with the ∼ 13% deviation in P δδ . This suggests that largescale velocity fields can be a good probe of modified gravity theories such as the DGP.
Of course, the DGP model is disfavoured by various observational tests, but the beauty in the idea of Vainshtein mechanism has motivated more general models which recover GR using nonlinear derivative couplings, notably the Galileon models. Recent studies of [58, 60] have largely advanced our knowledge in the linear perturbation behaviour of these models and found reasonable fits to the CMB and background expansion data, but still leave the open question about the region of validity of linear theory. To fully answer this question is crucial for cosmological tests of the Galileon model, especially in light of the coming high-precision observational data, but this can only be achieved by studying the nonlinear regime of the structure formation numerically. Our code is useful in this context, and could hopefully bring us one important step forward.
